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Disclaimer

This session may contain product features that are 
currently under development.

This session/overview of the new technology represent s 
no commitment from VMware to deliver these features in  
any generally available product.

Features are subject to change, and must not be inclu ded in 
contracts, purchase orders, or sales agreements of any k ind.

Technical feasibility and market demand will affect final delivery.

Pricing and packaging for any new technologies or feat ures 
discussed or presented have not been determined.



Who is our Target Audience?

System Administrators/IT

• Monitoring the performance of their virtual infrastructure

• Understanding the bottlenecks in the datacenter to he lp 
reconfigure their storage or network topology

• Plan for future growth in the datacenter

VMware ISV Partners

• Collect the relevant/important performance counters a nd 
hand them off to a performance analysis tool

• Create a wizard/tool that helps system administrators  
troubleshoot their datacenter



Common use-cases

• Understanding the performance of the virtual 
datacenter (as compared to a physical environment)

• Plan for new capacity

• Troubleshoot current bottlenecks 



Agenda

� Introduction to performance monitoring in vSphere

� Use Cases

� Tips and Tricks



Where do we go from here?

• Use Cases: What do look for and why

• CPU

• Memory

• Disk

• Network

• Tips and Tricks: Stats API



CPU

ESX is designed to run Virtual Machines

Schedulable entity = “world”
Virtual Machines are composed of worlds (mks, vCPUs)

Service Console (agents like vpxa, hostd) (Classic ESX)

Proportional-share scheduler for resource managemen t
Limits, Shares, and Reservations

World states (simplified view):

ready = ready-to-run but no physical CPU free

run = currently active and running

wait = blocked on I/O



So, How Do I Spot CPU 
Performance Problems?

One common issue is high CPU ready time

High ready time � possible contention for CPU resources 
among VMs

Many possible reasons

CPU overcommitment (high %rdy + high %used)

Workload variability

Limit set on VM

No fixed threshold, but > 20% for a VCPU �Investigate further



CPU: Useful metrics

Per-Host

Metric (Client) Metric 
(esxtop)

Metric (sdk) Description

Usage (%) %USED cpu.usage.average CPU used over 
the collection 
interval (%)

Usage (MHz) n/a cpu.usagemhz.average CPU used over 
the collection 
interval (MHz)



CPU: Useful metrics

Per-VM
Metric (Client) Metric 

(esxtop)
Metric (SDK) Description

Usage (%) %USED cpu.usage.average CPU used over 
the collection 
interval

Used (ms) %USED cpu.used.summation CPU used over 
the collection 
interval)*

Ready (ms) %RDY cpu.ready.summation CPU time spent 
in ready state*

Swap wait time 
(ms) [ESX4.0 
hosts]

%SWPWT cpu.swapwait.summation CPU time spent 
waiting for host-
level swap-in

* Units different between esxtop and vSphere client



Spotting CPU Overcommitment in 
esxtop

2-CPU box, but 3 active VMs (high %used)

High %rdy + high %used can imply CPU overcommitment



Caveat on Ready Time: Workload 
Variability

Ready time <  used time

Used time

Ready time ~ used time

Some caveats on ready time

� Used time ~ ready time: may 
signal contention. However, 
might not be overcommitted 
due to workload variability

� In this example, we have 
periods of activity and idle 
periods: CPU isn’t 
overcommitted all the time

(screenshot from VI Client)



Further ready time examination

High Ready Time
High MLMTD: there is a limit on this VM…

�High ready time not always because of overcommitment
�When you see high ready time, double-check if limit is set



Why Isn’t There A Fixed Ready 
Time Threshold?

Ready time jump from 12.5% (idle DB) to 20% (busy D B) 
– didn’t notice until responsiveness suffered!



Summary of Possible Reasons 
for High Ready Time

CPU overcommitment
Possible solution: add more CPUs or VMotion the VM

Workload variability
A bunch of VMs wake up all at once

Note: system may be mostly idle: not always overcommitted

Limit set on VM
4x2GHz host, 2 vcpu VM, limit set to 1GHz (VM can consume 1GHz)

Without limit, max is 2GHz. With limit, max is 1GHz (50% of 2GHz)

CPU all busy: %USED: 50%; %MLMTD & %RDY = 150% [total is 
200%, or 2 CPUs]



Where do we go from here?

• Use Cases: What do look for and why

• CPU

• Memory

• Disk

• Network

• Tips and Tricks: Stats API



Memory

ESX must balance memory usage for all worlds

Virtual machines, Service Console, and vmkernel consume memory

Page sharing to reduce memory footprint of Virtual Machines

Ballooning to relieve memory pressure in a graceful way

Host swapping to relieve memory pressure when ballooning 
insufficient

ESX allows overcommitment of memory

Sum of configured memory sizes of virtual machines can be greater 
than physical memory if working sets fit



Ballooning vs. Swapping (1)

Ballooning: Memctl driver grabs pages and gives to E SX

Guest OS choose pages to give to memctl (avoids “hot” pages if 
possible ): either free pages or pages to swap

� Unused pages are given directly to memctl

� Pages to be swapped are first written to swap partition within guest OS and then 
given  to memctl

VM1

Swap partition w/in
Guest OS

ESX

VM2

memctl

1. Balloon

2. Reclaim

3. Redistribute

F



Ballooning vs. Swapping (2)

Swapping: ESX reclaims pages forcibly

Guest doesn’t pick pages…ESX may inadvertently pick “hot” pages 
(�possible VM performance implications)

Pages written to VM swap file

VM1

Swap
Partition 
(w/in guest)

ESX

VM2

VSWP
(external to guest)

1. Force Swap
2. Reclaim
3. Redistribute



Ballooning vs. Swapping (3)

Bottom line: 

Ballooning may occur even when no memory pressure just to 
keep memory proportions under control

Ballooning is vastly preferably to swapping

Guest can surrender unused/free pages 

� With host swapping, ESX cannot tell which pages are unused or free and may 
accidentally pick “hot” pages

Even if balloon driver has to swap to satisfy the balloon request, 
guest chooses what to swap

� Can avoid swapping “hot” pages within guest



Ok, So Why Do I Care About 
Memory Usage?

If running VMs consume too much host memory…

Some VMs do not get enough host memory

This forces either ballooning or host swapping to satisfy VM 
demands

Host swapping or excessive ballooning � reduced VM 
performance

If I do not size a VM properly (e.g., create Window s VM 
with 128MB RAM)

Within the VM, swapping occurs, resulting in disk traffic

VM may slow down

But…don’t make memory too big! (High overhead memory)



Important Memory Metrics (Per 
VM)

One rule of thumb: > 1MB/s swap in or swap out rate  
may mean memory overcommitment

Metric (Client) Metric 
(esxtop)

Metric (SDK) Description

Swap in rate 
(ESX4.0 Hosts)

SWR/s mem.swapinRate.average Rate at which mem is 
swapped in from disk

Swap out rate
(ESX4.0 Hosts)

SWW/s mem.swapoutRate.average Rate at which mem is 
swapped out to disk

Swapped SWCUR mem.swapped.average (level 2 
counter)

~swap out – swap in

Swap in 
(cumulative)

n/a mem.swapin.average Mem swapped in from 
disk

Swap out 
(cumulative)

n/a mem.swapout.average Mem swapped out to 
disk



Important Memory Metrics (Per 
Host, sum of VMs)

One rule of thumb: > 1MB/s swap in or swap out rate  
may mean memory overcommitment

Metric (Client) Metric 
(esxtop)

Metric (SDK) Description

Swap in rate 
(ESX4.0 Hosts)

SWR/s mem.swapinRate.average Rate at which mem is 
swapped in from disk

Swap out rate
(ESX4.0 Hosts)

SWW/s mem.swapoutRate.average Rate at which mem is 
swapped out to disk

Swap used SWCUR mem.swapused.average (level 
2 counter)

~swap out – swap in

Swap in 
(cumulative)

n/a mem.swapin.average Mem swapped in from 
disk

Swap out 
(cumulative)

n/a mem.swapout.average Mem swapped out to 
disk



Example of Swapping

Increased swap activity may be a sign of over-commi tment

No swapping

Lots of swapping



A Stacked Chart (per VM) of 
Swapping

No swapping

Lots of 
swapping



Where do we go from here?

• Use Cases: What do look for and why

• CPU

• Memory

• Disk

• Network

• Tips and Tricks: Stats API



Disk Performance Problems 101

What should I look for to figure out if disk is an issue?

Am I getting the IOPs I expect?

Am I getting the bandwidth (read/write) I expect?

Are the latencies higher than I expect?

Where is time being spent?

What are some things I can do?

Make sure devices are configured properly (caches, queue 
depths)

Use multiple adapters and multipathing

Check networking settings (for iSCSI/NAS)



Useful Disk Metrics

Metric 
(Client)

Metric 
(Esxtop)

Metric (SDK) Description

Commands CMDS/s disk.commands.summation commands 
issued in the 
sampling interval

Read rate MBREADS/s disk.read.average KB/s read*

Write rate MBWRTN/s disk.write.average KB/s written*

Device latency DAVG/cmd disk.deviceLatency.average Average latency 
at device

Kernel latency KAVG/cmd disk.kernelLatency.average Average latency 
in vmkernel

Command 
latency

GAVG/cmd disk.totalLatency.average Total latency for 
command

* Units different between esxtop and vSphere client



Disk Performance example: 
vSphere Client

SAN cache enabled:
High Write Throughput

SAN cache disabled:
Poor throughput



Another Disk Example: Slow VM 
Power On

Trying to Power on a VM

Sometimes, powering on VM would take 5 seconds

Other times, powering on VM would take 5 minutes!

Where to begin?

Powering on a VM requires disk activity on host � Check disk 
metrics for host



Let’s look at the vSphere client…

�Max Disk Latencies range from 100ms to 1100ms…very high! Why?
(counter name: disk.maxTotalLatency.latest)



Using Esxtop to Examine Slow 
VM Power On

Note very large DAVG/cmd and GAVG/cmd

Rule of thumb: GAVG/cmd > 50ms = high latency!

What does this mean?
Latency when command reaches device is high

Latency as seen by the guest is high

Low KAVG/cmd: command isn’t queuing in VMkernel

What’s up?



High Disk Latency: Mystery 
Solved

Host events: disk has connectivity issues ���� high latencies!

Bottom line: monitor disk latencies; issues may not be related 
to virtualization!



Combining Metrics: a More 
Complex Disk Example

Setup:

Group of Virtual Machines running on a host

Each Virtual Machine talks to a Virtual Machine serving as a 
NAS device

Problem:

Suddenly, I cannot log in to any of the Virtual Machines (really
slow!)

Initial Speculation

Virtual Machines are saturated in some resource



A More Complicated Disk 
Example, Part I (CPU)

Predictable CPU usage,
Host not saturated

“Chaotic” CPU usage,
Host saturated



Complicated Disk Example, Part 
2: Disk Usage

Uneven, reduced disk usage

Predictable, balanced disk usage



Complicated Disk Example, Part 
3: Write Rate

Increased write traffic, zero read traffic

Read and write traffic



Complicated Example: Putting it 
all Together

Each App Virtual Machine reads to & writes from sam e NAS

Something caused excessive writes from each Virtual  Machine

Increased CPU usage per Virtual Machine

Increased write traffic per Virtual Machine

Ton of writes on NAS VM!

Issue

Bug in application within Virtual Machine caused error condition

Error condition caused excessive writes to same NAS

� Network traffic for application VMs, disk traffic on NAS VM

Each Virtual Machine is so busy writing that it never reads



Where do we go from here?

• Use Cases: What do look for and why

• CPU

• Memory

• Disk

• Network

• Tips and Tricks: Stats API



Network Performance Problems 
101

What should I look for to figure out if network is an 
issue?

Am I getting the packet rate that I expect?

Am I getting the bandwidth (read/write) I expect?

Is all traffic on one NIC, or spread across many NICs?

[more advanced…not available through counters]: out-of-order 
packets?

What are some things I can do?

Check host networking settings (full-duplex/half-duplex, 10Gig 
network vs 100Mb network?, firewall settings)

Check VM settings: all VMs on proper networks?



Useful networking metrics

Metric (Client) Metric 
(esxtop)

Metric (SDK) Description

Packets 
transmitted (in 
sampling interval)

PKTTX/s net.transmitted.average Packets 
transmitted in 
sampling interval

Packets received 
(in sampling 
interval)

PKTRX/s net.received.average Packets received 
in the sampling 
interval

Data transmit 
rate (KBps)

MbTX/s net.transmitted.average Amount of data 
transmitted per 
second*

Data receive rate 
(KBps)

MbRX/s net.received.average Amount of data 
received per 
second*

* Units different between esxtop and vSphere client



Network Performance 
Troubleshooting

Customer complains about slow network

She’s running netperf on a GigE Link

She sees only 200Mbps

Why? I bet it’s that VMware stuff!!

� Note to reader: Please don’t blame VMware first ☺

Where do we start?



Where do we begin? Check VM 
Bandwidth.

Measure VM Bandwidth (net.transmitted.average)

200 Mb/s

Screenshot from the vSphere client



Check Host Bandwidth

Measure Host Bandwidth (net.transmitted.average)

Host sees around 900Mbps…why is VM at 200Mbps?

Hmm…are we sharing this NIC with multiple VMs?



All VMs using same NIC (VM 
Network)

All VMs using “VM Network” and sharing 1 physical NIC



All Traffic is Going Through One 
Nic!

Measure per-physical-NIC traffic

Hmm…all VM traffic is going through 1 NIC

Let’s split the VMs across NICs

All traffic through one
NIC on this host



Split VMs Across Multiple NICs. 
Bingo!



Back to the SDK…

Next, we’ll discuss some tips and tricks for gettin g the 
most out of your SDK applications…

But first, why is API Programming hard?

• Large API

• Many Counters

• Many Axes for Optimization. Example: PerfQuerySpec



PerfQuerySpec Architecture

To grab counters: 

QueryPerf(PerfQuerySpec[] querySpec)

PerfQuerySpec: Specifies which counters to grab

PerfQuerySpec[]: [pQs1, pQs2, pQs3, …]

• Array of PerfQuerySpec objects pQs1, pQs2, pQs2

• Can grab multiple stats using single QueryPerf call

Entity 
(host, VM)

Format 
(CSV, 
normal)

MetricId StartTime EndTime IntervalID
(20s, 300s)

maxSample



Complexities of QueryPerf

How Does vSphere Process QueryPerf(querySpec[])?

1. vCenter receives queryPerf request with querySpec[]

2. vCenter takes each querySpec one at a time

3. vCenter gets data for each querySpec before processing next one

Options for querySpec[]:

1. 1 entry � 1 stat or set of stats for a single entity (e.g., all CPU)

2. Multiple entries. Examples: 

• Each entry for a different entity …
• Each entry for a different stat type, same entity

VM1,cpu.* VM2,cpu.* H3,mem.*

VM1,cpu.* VM1,net.* VM1,mem.*

pQs1            pQs2            pQs3



Implications of QuerySpec

Format of QuerySpec Allows Multiple Client Options

1. Grab each stat one at a time

2. Grab a group of stats per entity at once

3. Grab all stats for all entities at once

4. Grab stats for a subset of entities at once

Some Tradeoffs:

1. Network processing (large result sets vs. small result sets)

2. Client aggregation overhead

3. vCenter processing (Each QueryPerf handled in a single thread)



Performance Tips and Tricks

BOTTOM LINE:

� Retrieve only what you want

� Use what you retrieve



Performance Tips and Tricks

� Use CSV format
� Reduces serialization cost

� Statically specify metrics to collect
� Collect metrics once if possible

� Use view API to monitor inventory

� Reuse the querySpec, if retrieving data for same entity periodically

� Choose metrics and query intervals carefully
� Query the real-time stats at a slower rate than the refresh rate

� Query over small time increments

� Choose correct stats levels

� Historical vs. real-time retrieval (DB vs. host access)

� Use parallelism (multi-threaded clients)



Use CSV Format

• How is statistics data returned?

Statistics data is returned in an array of data objects.

Sample SOAP Message:



Use CSV Format



Use CSV Format

• What is CSV format?

CSV format returns the statistics data as comma-separated 
values � lower serialization cost

Sample SOAP Message:



Use CSV Format



Who cares about CSV format?

• Timing from some sample runs 

Entity Type: ClusterComputerResource

Perf Counter Retrieved: mem.consumed.average

Interval: 20 seconds

Max samples: 180

Time with normal format: 1134 ms

Time with CSV format: 418 ms � 200% gain!



Code Snippet for CSV format

• Code snippet to set the output format to CSV:

PerfQuerySpec perfQuerySpec = new PerfQuerySpec();

perfQuerySpec.setFormat(“csv”);

* The returned array contains objects of “PerfMetricSeriesCSV”.



Statically Specify Metrics to 
Collect

Select metrics to collect ONCE for each entity

• If host or VM config doesn’t change, no need to call  
QueryAvailableMetrics before each QueryPerf call

• Instead of 

• Loop { QAM(…); QP(…) }

• Use 

• metrics[entityId] = QAM(…)

• Loop {QP(…)}

• Use View to monitor changes

• Use wildcards (‘*’) to grab stats for all instances

• Removes device-specific code (e.g., don’t need separate code for 4 
CPUs vs. 8 CPUs)



Collecting Metrics Once

ManagedObjectReference mor = getEntityMor(entityName) ;

PerfMetricId[] pmArr = getAvailablePerfMetricIds(mor , 
intervalId);

String[] counterArr = new 
String[]{“cpu.usage.average”,”mem.consumed.average” }
;

PerfQuerySpec[] pqsArr = new 
PerfQuerySpec[counterArr.length];

for(int i=0; i<counterArr.length; i++) {

PerfQuerySpec perfQuerySpec = 
getPerfQuerySpec(mor,counterArr[i]);

perfQuerySpec.setMetricId(pmArr);

pqsArr[i] = perfQuerySpec;

}



Using Views

Pseudocode:

1. Get the MOREFs of all the objects you want to 
monitor

2. Create View (ListView, InventoryView, ContainerVi ew)

3. Create PropertyFilter

4. Monitor for changes to the properties

5. Full code sample available here: 
http://communities.vmware.com/docs/DOC-10636



Using Wildcards for Metric IDs

Code snippet for using wildcards for metric IDs:

PerfMetricId pmid = new PerfMetricId();

pmid.setInstance(“*”);



Choose Metrics and Query 
Intervals Carefully

Why not just grab everything all the time?

� How much data are we sending?

8-way host, 2 NICs, 10 datastores
�694 per-host metrics (host, per-cpu, per-nic, per-datastore, per-world)

2-way VM, 1 NIC, 1 datastore
�105 metrics!

Assume 8B per metric
~5.4KB per host, 840B per VM

Assume 100 hosts, 1000 VMs
1360KB to get 1 data point

For 12 data points (1 hour of 5-minute stats): ~16MB
Things add up, don’t they

This doesn’t even include metadata in response



Who cares about serialization 
cost?

�Sample latency breakdown for a subset of stats

Single query for a 24 hours of data from a host

Total query: 1.75s

� SSL handshake 180ms (~ fixed latency)

� Server deserialization/transfer: 500ms (scales with # of points selected) 

� DB access 270ms (scales with dataset)

� call to DB 100ms (~ fixed latency)

� client deserialization/transfer: 600ms (scales with # of points selected)

Bottom line: 

� serialization is important: pick metrics wisely

� As DB grows, its latency becomes significant

(Tools used: wireshark, SQL profiler, logging in SDK code)



Query Over Small Increments

Where do queries get satisfied?

• Data generated within 30 minutes: query sent to host

� Can impose load on host

� Multiple querySpecs: can get host-level parallelism

• Data generated more than 30 minutes ago: database

� Can impose load on DB

� Multiple querySpecs: can get parallelism at DB



Query Over Small Increments

• Get the statistical data in a sliding window

PerfQuerySpec pqSpec = new PerfQuerySpec();

pqSpec.setStartTime(“2009-08-23T18:15:00-0800”);

pqSpec.setIntervalId(new Integer(20));

pqSpec.setMaxSample(new Integer(180));

* Keep track of the last sample timestamp and slide the window either with 
fixed number of samples or with an end time.



Choose Correct Stats Level

Stats Level

• Impacts DB overhead for rollups

• Impacts stats collection overhead per-host
Stats 
Level

Cpu/disk/net/mem counters 
(collected per-host)

Total counters (includes VC 
diagnostics): persisted to DB

1 27 (no per-device counters) 107

2 71 (no per-device counters) 151

3 125 (per-device counters) 206

4 200 (per-device counters) 283



Choose Correct Stats Level

Code snippet to get provider summary:
ManagedObjectReference mor = getEntityMor(entityName) ;

PerfProviderSummary providerSummary = 
vimPort.queryPerfProviderSummary(perfMgr, mor);

Sample output:

Current supported: true (support for real-time stats)

Refresh rate: 20 (in seconds)

Summary supported: true (support for historical stats)

Managed entity: host-10 

* Cache the performance provider summary data for all provider types.



Choose Correct Stats Level

Code snippet to find available counters by stats le vel:

ManagedObjectReference perfMgr = 
serviceContent.getPerfManager();

PerfCounterInfo[] counterInfoArr = 
QueryPerfCounterByLevel(perfMgr, level);



Use Parallelism

• Many tradeoffs in creating QuerySpecs

• Load on server, granularity of spec, size of return data set

• Retrieving statistics for every entity in a separat e 
thread provides better throughput.

• Timings from some sample runs 

Retrieve stats (eight different) for two different hosts.

Time for retrieving the first host stats: 576 ms

Time for retrieving the second host stats: 654 ms

Time for retrieving stats for both hosts: 1005 ms



Use Parallelism: Multi-threaded 
clients

ManagedObjectReference mor = getEntityMor(entityName) ;

PerfMetricId[] pmArr = getAvailablePerfMetricIds(mor , 
intervalId);

String[] counterArr = new 
String[]{“cpu.usage.average”,”mem.consumed.average” }
;

//Create the PerfQuerySpec array for each entity

PerfQuerySpec[] pqsArr = new 
PerfQuerySpec[coutnerArr.length];

//Spawn off a new thread to retrieve the stats

Thread psThread = new Thread(new
StatsRetriever(perfQuerySpecArr));

psThread.start();



Use Parallelism: Multi-threaded 
Clients

class StatsRetriever implements Runnable {

private PerfQuerySpec[] perfQuerySpecArr = null;

public StatsRetriever(PerfQuerySpec[] pqsArr) {

perfQuerySpecArr = pqsArr;

}

public void run() {

if (perfQuerySpecArr != null) {

getPerfStats(perfQuerySpecArr);

}

}

}

Full code sample: http://communities.vmware.com/docs/DOC-10658



Parallelism: Querying vCenter vs. 
Querying each host

Threads Query through VC(s) Query directly to host(s)
1 251 242

2 131 153

4 81 77

6 60 70

8 52 48

� 64 hosts, 1233 powered-on VMs, real-time stats, SDK for Perl used
� Querying through vCenter can be ~ Querying through hosts

(inventory monitoring easier with vCenter, though…consider views)
� Different client implementations may yield different results (# threads?)



Resources for Developers

VMware Developer Community

Downloads, Documentation, Forums, Sample Code, Latest 
Product introduction, Info Blogs

More information: http://developer.vmware.com

Blogs: http://blogs.vmware.com/developer/

General Code samples:

� http://communities.vmware.com/community/developer/code
central

Code samples for this talk:

� http://communities.vmware.com/docs/DOC-10636

� http://communities.vmware.com/docs/DOC-10658



Q & A

Questions ???

Please complete the survey.



Backup Slides



Performance Metrics Primer

� The VI platform exposes over 150 performance counte rs.

� Using the VI API, counter values can be retrieved f or the 
entire datacenter including hosts and VMs, or just for a 
user-defined resource pool of hosts and/or VMs.

� A counter is uniquely identified by a combination o f its  
name, group and rollup type.  It can be represented  
using a dotted notation: <group> .<name> .<roll-up>
e.g. cpu.usage.min is the minimum CPU usage in the sample period.

� Every counter includes a description and unit of 
measure.



� Use the VI API to ask the server what counters it e xposes.  A 
sample script to accomplish this is available on th e VMware 
website.

� The counters are broadly divided into these categories :

� The rollup options over a sample period are:
none (instantaneous value)
average (average over the sampling period)
maximum (maximum value in the sampling period)
minimum (minimum value in the sampling period)
latest (last value in the sampling period)
summation (sum of the values over the sampling peri od)

> CPU > Disk

> Management Agent > Memory

> Resource Group

> Network

> System

Performance Metrics Primer



Performance Metrics Primer
� VirtualCenter collects performance metrics from the hosts that it manages 

and aggregates the data using consolidation algorit hms based on MRTG.  
The algorithm is optimized to keep the database siz e constant over time.

� If the partner application is also aggregating the data, VMware 
recommends collecting the consolidated data from VC .

� Statistics collection levels (range 1-4) define the  number of counters 
collected and aggregated by VC per provider.  VMwar e recommends that 
normal operation should be Level 1 or 2.  Higher va lues are for debugging 
i.e. for short periods of time.

� Default stat collection periods and how long they a re stored are:

Interval Interval Period Interval Length

Per day 5 minutes* 1 day*

Per week 30 minutes 1 week

Per month 2 hours 1 month

Per year 1 day 1 year*
(Items with a * next to them can be configured)



Performance Metrics Primer
� The performance statistic collection level and aggr egation are 

configurable.

� Customers can tune the collection level based on th e historical interval.  
Debugging statistics need not be retained for long periods of time. e.g. 
Per-datastore statistics may be important for a week but not a year

� To find out what counters are available at what lev el, use 
queryStatsByLevel(level)

� The aggregation can also be turned off after a part icular historical time 
level.

� Below is an example of a customer configuration

Interval Interval Period Interval Length Level Aggregat e

Per day 5 minutes* 1 day* 4 Yes

Per week 30 minutes 1 week 3 Yes

Per month 2 hours 1 month 2 No

Per year 1 day 1 year* 1 No



Performance Metrics Primer

� The minimum counter granularity to collect statistics  is 20 
seconds.

� If information is requested from VirtualCenter at a 
frequency of 30 minutes or lower, that request is pas sed 
through directly to the host to get accurate real-time  data.

� Virtual Center scalability for statistics is significa ntly 
improved in VC 2.5
Partner quote: 

VC 2.0 could get Level 4 stats for up to 20 hosts in about 5 minutes.

VC 2.5 can get the same stats for up to 100 hosts (500 powered-on VMs) in 
1.5 minutes



Common Customer Questions

� I get different numbers from the API v/s esxtop in CO S
Source of data is the same (VMkernel).

Sampling frequencies may differ (esxtop: 5s, VirtualCenter 20s)

� Are there other differences between the metrics?
esxtop contains some counters that VC does not (e.g. Disk ACTV)

The unit of measure on some counters is different (% vs. ms)

� esxtop has better interval granularity.  I will use it all the time.
esxtop puts a very high load on the server.  It should be used for 
interactive troubleshooting at best.

The API counters are designed for retrieval and aggregation and can help 
debug problems

Why can’t I use ( r)esxtop?  How is it different from the counters?



Understanding Memory Usage

Overhead

VM1

Guest Memory

VA

PA a b c

VM1: 
Granted: 7
Shared: 4
Overhead: 2
Consumed: 5
Shared common: 2

ESX host

VA: Virtual Address; PA: Physical Address; MA: Machine Address

MAa bc d e

Host:
Shared: 8, common: 2, savings: 6
Overhead: 4 + COS + VMK

VA

PA

VM2

d e

VM2:
Granted: 6
Shared: 4
Overhead: 2
Consumed: 3
Shared common: 1

4
1



Virtual Machine Memory Metrics, 
vSphere Client

Metric Description
Memory Active (KB) Physical pages touched recently by a virtual machine

Memory Usage (%) Active memory / configured memory

Memory Consumed (KB) Machine memory mapped to a virtual machine, including 
its portion of shared pages. Does NOT include overhead 
memory.

Memory Granted (KB) VM physical pages backed by machine memory. May be 
less than configured memory. Includes shared pages. 
Does NOT include overhead memory.

Memory Shared (KB) Physical pages shared with other virtual machines

Memory Balloon (KB) Physical memory ballooned from a virtual machine

Memory Swapped (KB) 
(ESX4.0: swap rates!)

Physical memory in swap file (approx. “swap out – swap 
in”). Swap out and Swap in are cumulative.

Overhead Memory (KB) Machine pages used for virtualization



Host Memory Metrics, vSphere 
Client

Metric Description
Memory Active (KB) Physical pages touched recently by the host

Memory Usage (%) Active memory / configured memory

Memory Consumed (KB) Total host physical memory – free memory on host. 
Includes Overhead and Service Console memory.

Memory Granted (KB) Sum of memory granted to all running virtual 
machines. Does NOT include overhead memory.

Memory Shared (KB) Sum of memory shared for all running VMs

Shared common (KB) Total machine pages used by shared pages

Memory Balloon (KB) Machine pages ballooned from virtual machines

Memory Swap Used (KB)
(ESX4.0: swap rates!)

Physical memory in swap files (approx. “swap out –
swap in”). Swap out and Swap in are cumulative.

Overhead Memory (KB) Machine pages used for virtualization



What About Application-Level Monitoring?
Counters give indirect information about performanc e.

Monitoring and reporting application performance 
directly would be easier.

One upcoming solution for some applications: 
AppSpeed.

Monitors DB (MS-SQL, Oracle, MySQL) and HTTP traffic

Can help find long-running statements



SAN Performance Rough Estimation

From the perspective of a single VMware ESX, roughl y:
Throughput (in MBps) = (Outstanding IOs * Block size in KB) / latency in msec

Effective Link Bandwidth = ~80% of Real Bandwidth
Effective (2Gbps) = 200 MBps
Effective (4Gbps) = 400 MBps

In a clustered Fiber-channel environment:
Throughput per host = (Effective Link Bandwidth / No. of IO intensive hosts)

To achieve the effective link bandwidth:
Latency in msec <= (Outstanding IOs * Block size in KB) / Throughput per host

Source: VMworld ’07: IP42 “ESX Storage Performance – A Scalability Study”



Desired Latency Per Host

Desired Latency in msec <= (Outstanding IOs * Block si ze in 
KB) / Throughput per host

Example: 
Number of Hosts = 64

Effective link bandwidth = 400 MBps

Throughput per host = 400 / 64 = 6.25 MBps

Desired latency = (32 * 32) / (6.25) = 163.84 msec

Workload Cached Sequential Read Cached Sequential Write

Desired latency (msec) 163.84 163.84

Observed latency (msec) ~310 ~163

Throughput drop ? YES NO

Throughput (MBps) ~270 ~400



AppSpeed Primer

Put DB in VM

Use “Probe” VM

Host 1: 

App Server

Switch

Host 2 

DB VM Probe

VM

vswitch

DB independent (Oracle, SQL, or DB2 is fine) +

independent of DB OS (DB can be Windows or Linux)



SQL statements and latencies

Does This Really Work? Yep…Here’s SQL



And Here’s Oracle…
Oracle DB statements and latencies



pqsArray  = new PerfQuerySpec[];
for (i = 0; i < 1000; i++ )
{

PerfQuerySpec  pqs = new PerfQuerySpec( … );
pqsArray[0] = pqs;
PerfEntityMetricBase[ ] pemb = 

service.queryPerf(perfManager, pqsArray);
}

Tips and Tricks: Writing efficient code

One element array

Code that will not scale



pqsArray  = new PerfQuerySpec[];
for (i = 0; i < 1000; i++ )
{

PerfQuerySpec  pqs = new PerfQuerySpec( … );
pqsArray[i] = pqs;

}
PerfEntityMetricBase[ ] pemb = 

service.queryPerf(perfManager, pqsArray);

Tips and Tricks: Writing efficient code

Code that does it right

Remember:
� Collect only what you will use
� Use everything that you collect



Resources

Visit our VMware Developer Community 

SDK, API Downloads

Reference Documentation

Sample Code

Forums 

Live and Recorded Webinars

Latest News and Events

Book Mark http://developer.vmware.com


